MMASS Ltd
Tank Cleaning Machines

Eliminate the Need for Tank Entry

MMASS Mud Cleaning Machines tailored to your
needs, available in Bronze or Stainless Steel
Supply Vessel Mud Tank Cleaning
Packages
In addition to mud tank cleaning systems, MMASS can
supply packages including suitable pumps, strainers,
hot water circulating pumps, chemical dosing pumps,
chemical tanks, and heat exchangers for hot water
systems.

Drilling Rig (MODU) Mud Pit Cleaning
Systems
Mud pit and mud tank cleaning systems are complex
and operators, rig owners or support vessel owners
wishing to install them are recommended to consult
MMASS at an early stage.

Portable Mud Tank Cleaning Systems
Once more, if a portable mud tank or pit cleaning
system is under consideration, then MMASS is able to
advise on the most appropriate specification of
equipment.

Comprehensive Mud Tank Cleaning
Solutions
Stainless Steel Tank Washing Machine
The stainless steel tank washing machine is
designed specifically for mud and brine
applications. It has a fully sealed gearbox and
open nozzle head to ensure continuous
operation in all conditions. A combination of
nozzle sizes and cycle times allows the
machine to be tailor made to suit specific
applications.
It can be supplied as a fixed, permanently
installed unit or as a portable machine.

Bronze Tank Washing Machine
The bronze tank washing machine is designed
specifically for mud and brine applications. Its
fully sealed gearbox and open nozzle head
ensure continuous operation in arduous
conditions. It can be supplied as a portable unit
or as part of a permanently installed system,
providing cost effective, reliable and efficient
service, tailored to your needs, available in one
of twenty-four variations.

MMASS
Mud Tank Cleaning Systems
The MMASS Ltd advantage
MMASS Ltd has been operating for over 30 years as a service and equipment
provider. During this time MMASS Ltd has been involved in a variety of new build
projects for MODUs, PSVs, AHVs and retrofit systems for our long standing and ever
growing client base, worldwide.
MMASS Ltd is affiliated to MAREX which can provide additional services that include
Safety Case Development, Safety Case Thorough Reviews, Risk Assessments,
Vessel Audits-Inspections, Technical Authorship and Marine Consultation.

For more information and video demonstrations, Visit our website
www.tankcleaningsystems.co.uk
or Call +44 (0) 1224 894498
Address: Bon Accord House, Greyhope Road, Aberdeen, AB11 9RD, UK
Email:marex@mmass.co.uk
Fax: +44(0)1224 891928

